
As part of Achmea IM's escalation strategy, we 
therefore call for a review of Uber's performance 
statistics and ratings and its policies and procedures 
regarding driver health and safety. The audit should 
be conducted with input from drivers, workplace 
safety experts and other relevant stakeholders. The 
results of the investigation should be made public on 
Uber's website. We see this as being part of good 
employment practices and a mature ESG-policy.
Shareholders will vote on the resolution during the 
shareholders' meeting on May 6, 2024.

Through a shareholder resolution, Achmea IM has 
requested an independent third-party audit of 
driver health and safety from Uber Technologies, 
Inc. (hereinafter "Uber"). The health and safety 
concerns of Uber drivers have been the subject of 
employee actions, media attention and legislative 
scrutiny. So far, the company has shown insufficient 
improvement on this theme. 

Achmea IM is a shareholder in Uber through its 
investment funds. By making active use of 
shareholder rights, we can influence the companies 
in which we invest. Through this resolution, we 
demand Uber to provide more insight and 
transparency about driver health and safety. 

The engagement dialogues with Uber have been 
running for over three years but have not yielded 
sufficient improvement. The company has so far 
failed to comprehensively address driver health and 
safety concerns or release relevant data that allays 
the concerns of investors and the public. Current 
safety reports are outdated and only cover the US 
market and a very specific subset of statistics. The 
safety reports also do not contain any relevant input 
from third parties, such as drivers and other 
stakeholders. Improved insight into its safety 
performance, would help Uber develop better 
policies to keep its drivers safe. 

Martijn Stam
Engagement Specialist

Frank Wagemans
Senior Engagement Specialist

https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0001543151/ca0c3059-0d3e-49a7-8271-0dc76fac2362.pdf


Achmea Investment Management B.V. (“Achmea IM”) has compiled the information contained in this 
document with the utmost care. This information is only intended for qualified investors and/or professional  
investors as defined in the Dutch Act on Financial Supervision (“Wft”). This document is or constitutes (i) no  
offer or invitation to purchase, sell or trade financial instruments (within the meaning of Article 1:1 Wft), (ii) no  
recommendation or investment advice (within the meaning of Article 1:1 Wft), (iii) no research and (vi) no 
legal or tax advice. Please consult, where appropriate, a legal adviser or tax consultant. Achmea IM advises you 
not to base your (investment) decision entirely on the information contained in this document. Achmea IM will 
not be liable for any loss or damage that may result from such an (investment) decision. 

The information in this document is (partly) based on information which Achmea IM has acquired from 
information sources that are considered reliable. Achmea IM does not guarantee the reliability of the 
information acquired from those sources. The information in this document is for information purposes only 
and is not intended to confer any legal rights on you. All information reflects a particular point in time, unless 
explicitly stated otherwise. The provision of this document after the original publication date is no guarantee 
that the information contained herein is still accurate and complete on such later date. Achmea IM has the 
right to change this information without notice. Any reference to returns on investments is for information and 
clarification purposes only. In doing so, Achmea IM does not make a forecast for the return on or share price 
movements of those investments. The value of your investment may fluctuate and results achieved in the past 
are no guarantee for the future. The information in this document is based on assumptions made by Achmea 
IM. It is possible that other assumptions will be made than the assumptions made by Achmea IM. The 
conclusions drawn by Achmea IM are therefore not necessarily correct and/or complete.

You may copy the information in this document only for your personal use. Information about an investment 
fund managed by Achmea IM may contain marketing communication. Please refer to the prospectus of the 
investment funds on our website www.achmeainvestmentmanagement.nl before making any final investment 
decisions. You may not republish, reproduce, distribute or disclose the information without the written 
consent of Achmea IM. All information (text, photographs, illustrations, graphic material, trade names, logos, 
word and figurative marks) remains the property of or licensed by Achmea IM and is protected by copyrights, 
trademark rights and/or intellectual property rights. No rights or licences are transferred when using or 
accessing this information. 

Published by: Achmea Investment Management B.V., with its registered office and place of business in Zeist 
(Trade Register no. 18059537), The Netherlands. Achmea IM is registered with the Netherlands Authority for 
the Financial Markets ("AFM") in Amsterdam (AFM registration 15001209) as manager of alternative 
investment funds  as defined in Article 2:65a of the Wft and is authorised under this licence to provide 
investment services as listed in the register maintained by the AFM. 
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